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LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM
AND INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR M-ESTIMATORS

XUMING HE AND GANG WANG

(Communicated by Wei Y. Loh)

Abstract. We prove the law of the iterated logarithm for a general class of M-

estimators which covers in particular robust M-estimators and S-estimators of

multivariate location-scatter. We also obtain an almost sure invariance principle
(Bahadur-type representation) for these estimators.

1. Introduction

The law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for a sum Sn = ¿Zm Xt 0I" m~
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables dates back to
Khintchine and Kolmogorov in the 1920s. It is important in that it character-
izes the asymptotic behavior of S„ by its exact rate of convergence. Since then,
there has been a tremendous amount of work on the LIL for various kinds of
dependent structures and for stochastic processes. See Stout [26] and Bingham

[1] for excellent surveys.

Work in laws of the iterated logarithms has also been carried out by many
authors in connection with statistics. Robbins [22] applied LIL-type results to

sequential tests of powers. Hey de [13] gave an LIL result for martingales and

found its applications to regression and time series. Hall [10] established LIL's

in density estimation. Recently, Dabrowska [5] considered it for Kaplan-Meier
estimates for censored data. The same law for U-statistics was obtained by
Dehling [7]. Iverson and Randies [16] studied the effect on LIL convergence by

substituting parameters into U-statistics and applying their theorems to adaptive
M-estimators and other statistics.

Stronger asymptotic representations with more precise error rates are usu-

ally obtained by invariance principles. Initiated by Strassen [27], the invariance
principle has been established mainly for partial sums under a variety of assump-
tions. In statistics, classical work centers around the Bahadur representations
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for sample quantiles; see Kiefer [18] for a bibliography. For one-dimensional

M-estimators of location (with a preliminary estimate of the scale), a strong

invariance principle was obtained by Carroll [3]. Related results also appear in
Jurecková and Sen [17] and Sen [24].

The purpose of the present paper is to establish the law of the iterated log-

arithm and a strong invariance principle for a large class of multivariate M-
estimators. Such estimators frequently show up in many areas of modern statis-

tics. In univariate cases LIL for M-estimators were discussed by Serfling [25]

and Boos and Serfling [2]. Direct generalizations of their results are possible, but

the conditions would become too strong for many interesting and commonly-

used M-estimators. In this area, we find Huber's [14] approach useful. In the

spirit of Huber [14], we give reasonable conditions under which the law of the

iterated logarithm holds for a rather general class of M-estimators which cov-

ers in particular robust M-estimators of multivariate location and scatter. An
almost sure invariance principle with an error term of o(n~x+t) for any e > 0

is also obtained.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, our main theorems of

the LIL and invariance principle are given for general M-estimators. We also

consider the minimum Lp distance estimators of location and M-estimators

of direction as examples. In §3, our results are applied to M-estimators and

S-estimators of multivariate location and scatter, two classes of estimators that

frequently come up in robust statistics.

2. Main results

Suppose that xx, x2, ... , xn are independent observations from an under-

lying distribution Fe (6 £ Q c Rm). An M-estimator 0n of 6 is a solution
n

of the equation  £ v(x¡, 8n) = 0 where y/(x, 6) is a score function which
i=i

maps from 0 to Rm for each x.  The maximum likelihood estimators and

the least squares estimators are special cases of M-estimators. Many robust

estimators take the same form. In fact, discussions regarding M-estimators in

location, scale, regression, and time series among others are abundant in recent

years, mainly due to their desirable robustness properties (see [11]). Strong

consistency and asymptotic normality for general M-estimators were studied

by Huber [14]. Our theorem below is stated in the same framework. We fix

notation and conditions first.

Let k(6) — Ey/(x, 6) be the expected score under a given distribution F
and

u(x, 6, d) —   sup  \y/(x, t) - y/(x, 6)\
\r-e\<d

where | • | is taken to be the sup-norm: |ö| = max(|0i |, ... , \Ôm\). We assume

that 6„ = 6„(xx, ... , x„) satisfies

(2.1) ' ¿^(x,,gn)^0   a.s.
yjn log log n ~[

with the following conditions

(Ml) For each fixed 8 £ 6, \y/(x, 6)\2 is integrable and y/(x, 6) is sep-

arable in the sense of Doob: there is a F-null set N and a countable subset
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8' c 6 such that for every open set U c 6 and every closed interval A, the

sets {x: y/(x,6)£A, V0 £ U}, {x : y/(x,6)£A, V0 € C/nO'} differ by a
subset of N.

(M2) There is a oo £ O such that X(do) = 0 and X has a non-singular

derivative A at Öo.
(M3) There exist positive numbers a, b, c, d, a, ß , and d0 such that a >

ß > 2, and

(i) |A(0)|>a|0-0o| for \e-90\<do,
(ii) Eu(x,9,d)<bd for \6 - 0O| + d < do,

(iii) Eua(x,6,d)<cdP for |0 - 0O| + d < do , or

(iii)' Eu2(x, d, d) <cd for |0 - 0O| + d < d0 and sup u(x, 0O, ¿o) < °o.

(M4) |0„ - 0o | < do almost surely as n -> oo.

For any random vector Y = (Yx, Y2, ... , Yn), we define <t(T) = (o^T]),

fj(T2), ... , o(Yn)) where o2(Y¡) is the variance of Y¡.

Theorem 2.1. Under conditions (M1)-(M4), any sequence 6„ satisfying (2.1)
obeys the law of the iterated logarithm:

limsup^""^ =a(A-y(*,0o)),
n->oo      Y'ZlOglOgn

liminf^"-eo)=-cT(A-V(x,0o)).
n-oo   v/21oglogn

Note that condition (M2) implies (M3)(i). We spell it out explicitly for conve-

nience of the proof given later. Conditions (M3)(ii), (iii) imply Eu2(x, 0, d) <

ed for some positive number e, which is condition (N3)(ii) of [14]. Our con-

dition (M4) holds automatically if the estimator is asymptotically consistent. If

for almost every x and for some positive numbers r and 5,

u(x,6,d)<rds   for   |0 - 0O| + d < d0,

then (M3)(iii) is satisfied. In addition, if s > 1/2, then both (M3)(iii) and
(M3)(iii)' hold. If the score function is Lipschitz, we have the following:

Corollary 2.1. Suppose that for almost every x, y/(x, 0) is a continuous function

of 6 and there exists an open neighborhood 8o around 0o such that

\y/(x,6)-y/(x,x)\<L\6-T\,        0,t€Oo,

for some constant L < oo. Then any sequence of strongly consistent M-estimators

obeys the LIL provided that A(0o) = 0 and X(6) has a nonsingular derivative at

00-

The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on the following lemma, which can be viewed

as an analogue to Lemma 3 of [14]. Let

\£[y/(x,,T)-y,(xl,d)-X(T) + X(d)]\

Z„(r, 0) = -^-. -.
y/n log log n + n|/l(T)|

Lemma 2.1. Assumptions (M1)-(M3) imply lim ri1 sup Z„(t, 0o) —► 0 a.s.

for any y < (ß-2)/(2(a + m+ 1)) under (M3)(iii) or y<l/4 under (M3)(iii)'.
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Lemma 2.1 also enables us to strengthen the almost sure representation for

6„ if (2.1) is replaced by

(2.2) l ¿ w(Xi, 9„) = o(n->).
y/n log log n r^

Theorem 2.2. Under the same conditions of Theorem 2.1, if -§gX(6) is Lipschitz

in a neighborhood of 0o, then any sequence 0„ satisfying (2.2) has the following
almost sure expansion:

i   «
(2.3) 6„ - 0o = — £A~' V(Xi, 0o) + o(n-^+y)yjloglogn)

i=i

where y is given in Lemma 2.1. Under the conditions of Corollary 2.1, the
remainder term is o(n~x+i) for any e > 0.

The last statement follows from the fact that (M3)(iii) holds for any a — ß >

2 and, consequently, y can be arbitrarily close to 1/2. Although our arguments

lead to an error rate of o(n~x+e), we believe that some improvement is possible

to replace ne by some order of log n.

As an application of Theorem 2.1, we consider the minimum Lp distance
n

estimates of location (in Rm ) defined by £ ||x/'-0„||p = min. When p > 1 or
i=i

p = 1 but m > 3, it is easy to show (cf. Huber [14, p. 232]) that the estimate

satisfies our conditions with (M3)(iii).  When p - 1  and m < 2, condition
(M3)(iii) ' is satisfied instead. Therefore, we have

Corollary 2.2. For 1 < p < 2, the minimum Lp distance estimators of multi-
variate location satisfy the law of the iterated logarithm.

In the special case of m = 1 and p = 1, the estimator corresponds to

the sample median. Theorem 2.2 provided a Bahadur representation with a

remainder of 0(n~3/4+e) for any e > 0, which is slightly behind the optimal

rate of n~3/4(log log n)3/4.

In cases where the sample space and the parameter space are both compact,
our conditions usually become easier to check. For instance, for directional data

modeled by, say, a von Mises distribution, an M-estimator of location solves

¿>OcI/2||*/-0||)(*/-(*i0)0) = O
1=1

for some score function yi \ see He and Simpson [12, p. 362]. Since both x

and 0 are on unit spheres, if yi has a bounded derivative, then it is easy to

verify our conditions with (M3)(iii) '.
Proofs of our main results are given in the rest of the section. Our proof

of Lemma 2.1 uses a variant of Huber's method helped by the Marcinkiewicz-

Zygmund inequality (see, for example, Chow and Teicher [4]) and Freedman's

inequality to obtain sharper estimates of probabilities. First we list these two

classical inequalities for reference.
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Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund Inequality ([20]). If Xx, ... , X„ are independent

and identically distributed random variables with mean 0, then for all m>2,

E\Xx + --- + Xn\m<cmn^E\Xx\m

for some constants cm depending only on m.

Freedman Inequality ([8]). Let Xx,... , Xn be independent and identically dis-

tributed random variables with mean 0. If' \X¡\ < M for I < i < n, then

n\Xi + --- + Xn\>a}<w(-2{Mal\Eja)),

where X has the same distribution of X¡.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. In the following proof, we use C to denote a positive

constant independent of n and e which may vary from line to line. Without

loss of generality, let 0o = 0 and do = I in our assumptions.

Put q = jj , where M > 2 is an integer to be chosen later. For any Ko>0,

divide the hypercube Co = {0 : |0| < 1} into N + 1 disjoint hypercubes

C(i), ... , C(#), Cfc0 the same way as in Huber's proof of his Lemma 3. Then

N < Ko(2M)m + l, as there are at most (2M)m hypercubes having size q(l -q)k

and centered (1 - <7/2)(l - q)k away from 0 for each k = 0,l,...,K0-l.

They will be called group k hypercubes and denoted by Ck , Ck , ... . Given
n and small e > 0, by choosing M = M(e) and K0 = Ko(n, e) properly, we
can estimate the right hand-side of

P{supZ„(r,0) >2e}
re c0

N

< P{ sup Z„(t, 0) > 2e} + ]T>{ sup Z„(t , 0) > 2e}
TeC*0 ; = 1      teCü)

*o-l

(2.4) =/J{supZ„(r,0)>2e}+ £ 5>{suPZ„(t, 0) > 2e}.
TeC*o *=o   j      rec*

In fact, we shall choose M to be the smallest integer no less than 3b¡ta and

K0 = K0(n) the largest integer less than log n/{2| log(l - q)\} ■ As a result,

(2.5) Ai = 0(e-(m+l)logn)   and   (1 - q)K° = n~x/2 + o(n~x/2).

We first estimate P{ supZ„(t, 0) > 2e} for 1 < ; and 0 < k < K0 - 1.
T6C*

Let £; and 2dj be the center and the length of Ck , respectively. Then

\tj\ = (l-q/2)(l-q)k and dj = q/2(l - q)k . For t € Cf , by condition (M3),
we have

(2.6) \X(T)\>a\r\>a(\Zj\-dj) = a(l-q)k,

(2.7) Eu(x,tj,dj)<bdj<b(l-q)kq.

By the triangle inequality, we obtain

(2.8) supZ„(T,0)<i/„ + Fn,
T6C^
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where the functions Un = U(nk) and V„ = Vn{k) are defined as follows:

1        v^
Un =  tintt -n\k ü"(*/> <i > dj) + Eu(X , {j , dj)] ,

na\\i     q)

K. '
"     na(l-tf)*

£>(*/, S,)-^,o)-a&)]
¿=i

Let S¿ = ¿["(-fi > íy > ̂ /) _ Eu(x, £,¡, cfy)] . Following the argument of Huber
1=1

[14, p. 229], we have by using (2.6), (2.7), and the definition of M = l/q ,

P{Un>e}<P{Si>nbq(l-q)k}.

If the condition (M3)(iii) holds, by the Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund inequality

and the fact that (1 - q)k > (1 - q)Kf) ~ n~x/1, we have for some constant C

and for sufficiently large n ,

PW >ex< cc*nal2(q(\-q)k)ß     Ceß-an-ß/2
nt/"-}-     (nbq(l-q)kY     ~ LE      "       '

Under the condition (M3)(iii) ', Freedman's inequality yields

'«■ >-•> *- ̂Ubw-T+'S^)) s exp(-C£""2)'
n

instead, where B = suvxu(x,0, 1). Similarly, Y,[w(Xi, Çj)-y(Xi,0)-X(Çj)]
¡=i

is a sum of i.i.d. mean 0 random variables and \y/(x¡, ¿;;) - y/(x¡, 0)-X(Çj)\ <

u(x¡, 0, tj) + Eu(Xi, 0, Çj) ; thus,

fw>.)<°y^f"-f,<c«-,-w
1 J        (nae(l - q)k)a

or

under condition (M3)(iii) or (M3)(iii) '. Hence it follows from (2.8) that

(2.9) P{supZ„(T,0)>2£}<Cn^/2   or    exp(-Cnl/2)
t€C*

for sufficiently large n .
Next we estimate P{ sup Zn(r, 0) > 2e}. By the triangle inequality again,

t€C*0

we have

£[u(Xi,0,d) + Eu(x,0,d)]

sup Z„(t, 0) < i=î- -
t6C^ vn log log n

i "
where rf = (1 - ?)*" < n~?. Let 5„ = £[w(.x,, 0, J) - £m(x, 0, ¿)]. Since

i=i
nEu(x, 0, d) < nbd < by/it, it follows that e yjn log log n - 2nEu(x, 0, rf) >
e-v/n when n is large enough. Thus, under condition (M3) we have

(2.10) P{supZ„(T,0)>2e}<Ce-an-^/2   or   exp(-Ce2n1/2).
T€C*0
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Combining (2.4), (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10), we see that

P{supZn(x, 0) > 2e} = Ce-(Q+m+1)n-^2log n
te c0

or
Ce-(m+l)exp(_Ce2„l/2)log„

if condition (M3)(iii) or (M3)(iii)' holds. For any S > 0, let e = ôn~7, we
have shown that P{nysupZ„(T, 0) > 23} = F{supZn(t, 0) > 2s} is summable

rec0 teCo

over n . This proves the lemma. As a consequence, we have

Lemma 2.2. Under the conditions (M1)-(M4), if 0„ satisfies (2.1), then

1     ^t^'Öo) + ̂ oSW^°   "(2.11)
yjn log log nf=l

In particular, lim„_oo 0« = 0o  as.

Lemma 2.2 implies that condition (M4) is equivalent to the consistency of
0„ under conditions (Ml)-(M3).

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Assume again 0O = 0, do = 1. Let Í2' be the set of co
such that

fim|0„| < 1,

lim

n—»oo

n

n-yoo ̂J2n log log n
^|i/(x,',0)| = A"<A'<oo,
i=i

supZ„(t, 0) -y 0
|t|<l

where K is as given in the proof of Lemma 2.1. By the classical law of the

iterated logarithm and Lemma 2.1, P(Sl') = 1. We will show that (2.11) holds
on Ü'.

Let j > e > 0. For each œ £ÍY , there exists an N = N(e, K, co) such that

for n > N,

(2.12) supZ„(t,0) <e   and   |0„|<1,
M<i

(2.13)

and

(2.14)

yjn log log n ̂
^2\y/(Xj, d„)\ <e,

yjn log log n ^2<p(Xi,0)
!=l

<2K.

Therefore (2.12)—(2.14) together with the inequality

2Z[y/(xi,0) + X(dn)]
i=i

yjn log log n + nX(6n)     m<i
< supZ„(T, 0) +

1

yjn log log n
¿2v(Xi> dn">
i=i
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which is an application of the triangle inequality, imply

< 2e(yjn log log n + nX(6n)).(2.15)
i=i

Then by (2.14),

¿2(V(X1,0) + X(dn))

n

log log n
A(0„)(l-2e)<2e +

1

yjn log log n ^V(Xi,0)
i=l

<K + 2e.

Dividing (2.15) by yjn log log n , we have

1   =±^,0)+^=^^:
(2.16)

yjn log log n f=
< 2e

K+l

1 -2e'

The first part of the lemma follows by letting e —► 0. The second part of the

lemma follows from (2.14), (2.16), and condition (M3)(i). This completes the

proof for Lemma 2.2.

Now we go back to the proof of Theorem 2.1.  Since X has a nonsingular

derivative A at 0o , we have

0n - 0o = A-l(X(6n) - X(60)) + o(\6„ - 0o|).

By Lemma 2.2, this leads to

Vñ(0*-8o) +o{ y/ñ\en-60\ ¿A-V(*.,0o) + o(i:
yj2 log log n a/2 log log n yj2n log log n f ,

Using the LIL for the sum of i.i.d. random variables, we first obtain

hm sup    ,_ '        == < oo
n—oo    yj2 log log n

and then

yfn~(en - Öo) 1
¿A-V(*«,0o) + o(l).

yj2 log log n        yj2n log log n ¿i=x

Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of the above.

If (2.1 ) is replaced by (2.2), the same proof shows that (2.11 ) can be strength-

ened to

(2.17)
1

yjn log log n \
-nt^^o) + ]f^^nHen) = o(n-y).

If jsX(9) is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of 0o , we then haveM

(2.18) 0„ - 0o = A-'(A(0„) - X(d0)) + 0(\6„ - 0o|

Theorem 2.1 implies that

0(\6„ - 0O|2) = 0(log log n/n) = o(n^x'2+yW^g log n)

for any y < 1/2. Combining (1.17) and (2.18), we obtain Theorem 2.2.
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3. Applications to M- and S-estimators
OF MULTIVARIATE LOCATION AND SCATTER

Consider a family of elliptically symmetric distributions {Fßti} with F hav-
ing the probability density function of the form

f(x, p,I) = \l\-l'2g((x - p)'-L-x(x - p))

where 0 = (p, E), p £ Rm , and £ £ Rmxm is positive definite. In what fol-

lows, we denote by d2 = d2(x, p, I) = (x - p)'I,~x(x - p) the Z-standardized

distance between x and p. Also, we use |E| and ||I| to denote the determi-
nant and L2 norm of the matrix L, respectively. ïy will be the usual (i, j)-th

element of the matrix.

Given n independent observations xx, ... , xn , an M-estimator of location-

scatter 0 is the solution 0„ = (t, S) of

f3n [T.liUi(di)(xi-t) = 0,
I Elx{Mdi)(Xi - t)(Xi - t)> - u3(di)S] = 0

where ux, u2, and u->, are properly chosen real-valued functions on [0, 00)

and di = d(x¡, t, S). The existence, uniqueness, asymptotic distributions and

robustness of such M-estimators at any FM tx were discussed by Maronna [21].
Note that our u2 function differs slightly from that of Maronna [21] simply for

our notational convenience.

In the development of high breakdown point estimators, Davies [6], following

the idea of Rousseeuw and Yohai [23], considered S-estimators of 0 defined as

the solution to the problem of minimizing \S\ subject to

(3.2) n-xj^p(dl) = bo

i=l

for properly chosen p : [0, 00) -> [0, 00) and bo > 0. The relationship between
M- and S-estimators is explored by Lopuhaä [19]. Under mild conditions, both

the M- and S-estimators 0„ can be consistent and asymptotically normal.

We establish the Bahadur-type representation for the M-estimators first by
verifying the conditions of Corollary 2.1. Let

f331 Vx(x,-c) = ux(d)(x-t),

V2(x, t) = u2(d)(x -t)(x- t)' - u3(d)S,

and *¥ = (¥1, ¥2), where z = (t,S), d2 = d2(x, t, S) = (x - t)'S~x(x - t).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose the functions u, (i = 1, 2, 3) arepiecewise differentiable
and satisfy the following conditions:

(Ul)   ux(d), u2(d)d, and uy(d) are bounded.
(U2)   u\(d)d, u'2(d)d2, and u'3(d) are bounded.

(U3)   u\(d)d2, u'2(d)di, and u'i(d)d are bounded.

If X(t) = EFgx¥(X, t) has a nonsingular derivative A at t = 0 and X(6) = 0,

then any sequence of strongly consistent M-estimators 6n  obeys the LIL. If,

in addition,  §^X(x) is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of 0, then 6n satisfies the

following invariance principle for any e > 0 :

1   "
(3.4) 6n - 0 = -- J2 A-"F(x/, 0) + o(n~x+t).
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Proof.  Let d2 = (x - t)'S~x(x -1) and X be the smallest eigenvalue of S. By
Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that

ß
sup      sup|-qqV(x, 0)1

ll»-floll<¿ xer

is bounded. This follows from \d2 < \\x - t\\2 < \\S\\d2,  (x¡ - t¡)(Xj - tj) <

^||jc-í||2, and

dy/x       ,«',(«/)„_,
-(- ^S-x(x-t)(x-t)' + ux(d)I),

(xj - tj)(2V - Dv),

dt        v   d

dy/ij =    u\(d)
OS 2d

dJ¡La = jSf. (Xi - ti)(xj - tj)S-\x -1) + u2(d)d^-f^-^

+ ^lSijS-l(x-t),

gfi = -U-^1(2V - Dv)lj(x - t)(x - ty + U-^1(2V - DV)US

-u3(d)dS
aSij

where V = S~x(x - t)(x - i)'5'_1 and Dv = diag {VXx.Vmm} . We refer

to [9] for differentiation with respect to matrices.

Remark. If w, 's are piecewise twice differentiable and satisfy additional con-
ditions (U4)-(U6) below, then one can show by calculus that X(r) is twice

differentiable as long as g is continuous.

(U4)   u2(d), u\(d), u'2(d)d, and u'i(d)/d are bounded.

(U5)   u'{(d)d, u'±(d)d2, and u'±(d) are bounded.
(U6)   u'{(d)d3, u'2'(d)d4, and u'{(d)d2 are bounded.

These conditions are satisfied by common robust M-estimators including Hu-

ber's proposal 2 where ux(r) = y/k(r)/r, u2(r) = ^(r2)//-2, u-¡(r) = 1, and
y/k(r) =  min{A:, max{r, -k}} for any k > 0.

Let y/(x) — p'(x), and u(x) = y/(x)/x. Then the S-estimators given by

(3.2) satisfy the first-order condition of M-estimators

(3.5) j-fy(xt,en) = o,
i=l

where ¥ is defined as in (3.3) with ux (d) = u(d), u2(d) = mu(d), and u-¡(d) =
y/(d)d - p(d) + bo (see Lopuhaä [19, p. 1666]). Since y/(x) is zero for all
x > Cq , it is then straightforward to verify the conditions of Theorem 3.1. We

omit the details.
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